DREMEL® Engraver (290-1)

Engraving tool with variable depth control, for engraving on a wide variety of materials like metal, glass, wood, plastics, ceramics, etc. This kit also includes a letter & number template for easy engraving of letters & numbers.

Features & Benefits

- Reciprocating action for optimal engraving control
- Variable stroke depth for various engraving effect
- Soft grip for comfortable handling
- Replaceable carbide for use on a wide variety of materials
- Separate on/off switch to keep depth setting

Contents

- Dremel Engraver
- Replaceable carbide engraving point
- Letter & number template
- Instruction manual

Rate this product:
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805 rated 805 times
Technical specification
Rated power 35 W
input:
Voltage: 230 V
Weight: 0,31 kg
Strokes per minute: 6000
Order number: F0130290JN
EAN-Code: 8710364046867